IPCR connects the dots (electronically) between various sophisticated systems
that have traditionally relied on paper to do the job

Hunter Ambulance, a medical transportation provider in the greater New York City region,
teamed up with Jean Martin Inc. a software development firm based in New York to help deliver
better patient care by mobilizing key medical reporting processes in the field. Hunter Ambulance
uses the proprietary mobile application on more than 60 iPhones to help emergency and nonemergency responders in the NYC area report patient data more quickly and efficiently while in
transit and on the scene.
Until now, Hunter Ambulance’s field technicians were required to fill out patient forms on paper
and manually scan the documents to record electronically. With this application, EMTs and
medical responders are able to complete medical forms and enter key patient data – including
vitals, medical history and more – from their mobile device. The information is then transferred
over a wireless network in real-time to local dispatching units and hospital teams for immediate
recording.
“We designed this mobile application to allow patient data to be collected and reported in realtime via smartphones, with the goal of increasing ease of use for our medical field teams,
ensuring reporting accuracy and minimizing delays, and altogether enhancing quality of service
for patients,” said Amit Malik, vice president of Hunter Ambulance. “By working with Jean Martin
Inc., we are able to deploy leading-edge technology to ensure our application can perform at an
optimal level and further allow our medical teams to do what they do best – deliver exceptional
patient care while on the move.”

Along with streamlined data entry, the application will help enhance emergency job dispatching
and ambulance tracking. Upon initial dispatch, ambulances will be able to receive step-by-step
directions from their current location to the emergency site using the application’s preset maps
and location data. Dispatch teams will also now be notified when an assigned ambulance is en

route to the medical scene and will receive time stamps and location signatures to record the
ambulance’s arrival and departure at the emergency site.

Upon arrival at the hospital or other treatment facility, all patient data entered in transit is
wirelessly uploaded from the device to Hunter Ambulance’s server for electronic recording, and
is then deleted from the device to protect patient confidentiality and prepare for the next
dispatch. At the same time, ambulance technicians have the ability to directly fax the collected
data from their device to the medical facility or dedicated medical staff in preparation for the
incoming patient’s treatment.

__________________________________________________________________________

Hunter Ambulance :
Hunter Ambulance is part of the Hunter Ambulance family of services, providing quality medical
transportation to the New York Metropolitan and Long Island areas since 1982. Hunter
Ambulance offers a full range of medical transportation services ranging from the most
advanced high-risk critical care emergency transports such as intra-aortic balloon pump to
BIVAD (Bi-Ventricular Assist Device) and neonatal patients requiring cardiac surgical
intervention, to non-emergency services, including pre-scheduled admissions and discharges,
transportation to or from doctor’s offices and nursing homes, as well as dialysis, radiation and
physical therapy treatment centers.
Additional information about Hunter Ambulance is available at http://hunterems.com

Jean Martin Inc.
Jean Martin Inc. is a Global IT Solutions and Services company that helps organizations design,
build, deploy and manage Enterprise Solutions through proven expertise in Business
Consulting, Enterprise Application Development, Application Hosting, Software as a service,
Mobility and Expert Sourcing. Our robust global delivery model ensures world-class delivery
with fine tuned practices, processes and performance metrics through an integrated network of
offices in North America and in India.

Over the years we have successfully delivered enterprise solutions across numerous verticals
like Banking, Finance, Energy, Healthcare, Insurance and Telecom domains. We have
undertaken numerous engagements with major Product Engineering companies ranging from

end-to-end development and testing projects to cutting edge technologies like SOA,
Virtualization and Collaborative Software. Our Technologists and Management experts have
helped our customers build better products and solutions, lower Operating costs and garner a
better ROI from existing as well as new IT infrastructures.
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